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Abstract Increasing concentrations of the anaesthetic agent propofol initially induces
sedation before achieving full general anaesthesia. During this state of anaesthesia,
the observed specific changes in electroencephalographic (EEG) rhythms comprise increased activity in the δ− (0.5 − 4 Hz) and α− (8 − 13 Hz) frequency bands over the
frontal region, but increased δ− and decreased α−activity over the occipital region. It
is known that the cortex, the thalamus, and the thalamo-cortical feedback loop contribute to some degree to the propofol-induced changes in the EEG power spectrum.
However the precise role of each structure to the dynamics of the EEG is unknown.
In this paper we apply a thalamo-cortical neuronal population model to reproduce the
power spectrum changes in EEG during propofol-induced anaesthesia sedation.
The model reproduces the power spectrum features observed experimentally both
in frontal and occipital electrodes. Moreover a detailed analysis of the model indicates
the importance of multiple resting states in brain activity. The work suggests that the
α−activity originates from the cortico-thalamic relay interaction, whereas the emergence of δ−activity results from the full cortico-reticular-relay-cortical feedback loop
with a prominent enforced thalamic reticular-relay interaction. This model suggests an
important role for synaptic GABAergic receptors at relay neurons and, more generally,
for the thalamus in the generation of both the δ− and the α− EEG patterns that are
seen during propofol anaesthesia sedation.
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1 Introduction
General anaesthesia (GA) is a reversible medical procedure that is commonly induced
by the administration of a combination of anaesthetic agents (AAs) to induce amnesia,
sedation, hypnosis (loss of consciousness) and immobility in patients. There are differing
definitions of general anaesthesia, but phenomena such as analgesia, muscle relaxation
and anxiolysis should be included, in addition to the most obvious effect of loss of
consciousness (Rudolph and Antkowiak 2004). Although GA is used for surgery, its
precise underlying mechanisms are not yet fully understood.
Propofol, an emulsion formulation of 2,6-di-isopropylphenol, is a short-acting, intravenously administered hypnotic agent; and is in widespread use for sedation and general
anaesthesia because of its relatively fast onset and offset, and anti-emetic effects (SanJuan et al. 2010). Clinically relevant concentrations of propofol cause specific changes
in electroencephalogram (EEG) rhythms of healthy adult humans. Up to sedative concentrations, these observations include an increase in power in the α− (at about 10 Hz)
and δ− (at about 3 Hz) frequency bands over the frontal head region, accompanied by
decreased α−activity, and an increase in δ−activity over the occipital sites (Murphy
et al. 2011; Ching et al. 2010; Feshchenko et al. 2004; Hazeaux et al. 1987; Sellers et al.
2013). It has been shown that in deeper sedation propofol attenuates posterior α−
power and increases frontal β and total power (Cimenser et al. 2011; Gugino et al.
2001) and is associated with a frontal increase in α−, δ−, and θ−power. With the loss
of consciousness frontal power further increases across all frequency bands (Gugino
et al. 2001).
Although it is not precisely clear yet how the specific changes in EEG rhythms
occur, there have been some efforts to explain the underlying mechanims leading to
such EEG-level phenomena. For instance, Alkire et al. (2000) proposed that thalamocortical cells are involved in producing anaesthetic induced δ−activity. They propose
that decreased excitation causes the firing mode of thalamic relay neurons to shift
from a tonic to a burst pattern, thereby producing δ−activity. Ching et al. (2010) have
also developed a thalamo-cortical model that suggests the importance of the thalamus
in rhythmic activity in the frontal EEG. They have shown that synchronous frontal
α−activity in the EEG is the result of recruitment of some subset of the thalamic
network into the cortical rhythm. This is in contrast to the theory of thalamic deactivation during general anaesthesia. A recent study (Vijayan et al. 2013) suggests
that reduction in hyperpolarization-activated current (Ih ) silences bursting of a subset of thalamo-cortical cells leading to suppression of occipital α−activity. Their work
indicated that increased GABAergic inhibition onto thalamo-cortical cells resulted in
an α− resonance that is reinforced by reciprocal corticothalamic feedback, and hence
leads to the emergence of frontal α−activity. This frontal enhancement and occipital
attenuation of α−activity is commonly termed anteriorization.
Other theoretical studies have pointed out the importance of anaesthetic-induced cortical inhibition considering (Hashemi et al. 2014; Hindriks and van Putten 2012) or neglecting (Liley and Bojak 2005; Bojak and Liley 2005; Steyn-Ross et al. 1999, 2001a,b;
Molaee-Ardekani et al. 2007; Hutt and Longtin 2009) the feedback loop to the thalamus.
In recent decades there have been many studies on the molecular and cellular actions of anaesthetics on single receptors (Franks and Lieb 1994; Alkire et al. 2008).
However, to understand how the emergent behaviours at the EEG-level (macroscopic
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scale) can be caused by the actions of anaesthetics at single neuron level (microscopic
scale), it is necessary to establish a bridge between the two scales. A well-tried method
to link these two levels of brain dynamics is using the mean-field approach to characterize the activity of large populations of neurons at an intermediate mesoscopic
scale (Deco et al. 2008; Drover et al. 2010; Bressloff 2012). The EEG represents the
neural activity of thousands or millions of spatially oriented pyramidal neurons of the
cortex (Nunez and Srinivasan 2006). By virtue of this large number of neurons, it is
reasonable physiologically to model EEG by considering spatiotemporal neural activity
of populations using a mean-field approximation (Nunez 1981; Jirsa and Haken 1996;
Liley et al. 2002; David and Friston 2003; Robinson et al. 1997, 2001a, 2002; Freestone
et al. 2011; Pinotsis et al. 2012). This description involves averages of synaptic and neuron activity over a population in small spatial patches and short time windows (Nunez
1974; Wilson and Cowan 1972).
A large number of previous theoretical studies on anaesthetic effects apply a meanfield model to explain various features in EEG data recorded during general anaesthesia (Liley and Bojak 2005; Bojak and Liley 2005; Steyn-Ross et al. 1999, 2001a,b;
Molaee-Ardekani et al. 2007; Foster et al. 2008; Hindriks and van Putten 2012; Hutt
and Longtin 2009; Hashemi et al. 2014). These theoretical studies are based on various
extensions of the model of Liley and Wright (1994); Wright and Liley (1996), Wilson
and Cowan (1972) and Amari (1977) including excitatory and inhibitory neurons and
synapses. The present work considers a neural population model based on a recently
developed neural field model of anaesthetic action (Hutt and Longtin 2009). It includes
excitatory and inhibitory cortical populations which are synaptically connected to thalamic reticular and relay neuron populations by delayed thalamo-cortical axonal fibres.
The model takes into account anaesthetic action at inhibitory GABAergic synaptic
receptors in both cortical inhibitory neurons and thalamic relay cells. A very recent
model (Hashemi et al. 2014) takes into account anaesthetic action of extra-synaptic
GABAergic receptors, which are however neglected here.
In order to implement the anaesthetic action in cortical and thalamic structures, a
careful look at neural receptors and their response to anaesthetic action is mandatory.
Recent research has revealed possible molecular sites and neuronal pathways for the
action of the anaesthetic propofol in the human brain. In vivo extracellular recordings
have demonstrated that propofol suppresses field potentials in the rat thalamus and
cortex (Antkowiak 2002). Although some reports put emphasis on more prominent effects in the cortex, the cortical suppression may, in fact, be secondary to anaesthetic
action on projection neurons located elsewhere in the brain, especially in the thalamus.
Also several lines of evidence indicate that thalamus and thalamic neuronal circuits
might be important target-sites for the hypnotic effects of propofol (Franks 2008; Ying
and Goldstein 2001; Zhang et al. 2002). Moreover experimental observations strongly
suggest that reticular thalamic neurons are a major source of inhibition to the relay
neurons; and are thus a critical structure for the effect of propofol in thalamic circuits (Byoung-Kyong 2010; Ying and Goldstein 2005b). These findings motivated us
to more concentrate on the effect of propofol in thalamic neurons - in contrast to previous studies, e.g., Hindriks and van Putten (2012); Steyn-Ross et al. (2004); Bojak
and Liley (2005). Based on these experimental observations, we first study a full model
including anaesthetic effects in cortical and thalamic populations red at light sedation.
Then, in order to form a hypothesis that the GABAergic inhibition in thalamic cells
seems to play a crucial role in the generation of characteristic EEG patterns under
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propofol sedation, we neglect the anaesthetic action in the cortex in a reduced model.
This assumption points out the importance of the thalamus for major neural effects
under anaesthesia sedation as well as simplifies the model under study, while later results shall reveal that the model is still adequate to reproduce the observed changes in
EEG rhythms. The model aims to reproduce spectral features in light sedation, i.e. at
low propofol concentrations. This anaesthetic phase does not exhibit increased spectral
power in the β frequency band, that is sometimes called beta buzz.
The study provides evidence that thalamic GABAergic synaptic inhibition is one
of the key actions inducing the characteristic changes in the δ− and α−frequency
ranges under propofol-induced sedation. Moreover, the detailed study of sub-circuits
suggests the existence of two major cortico-thalamic sub-circuits that generate δ− and
α−spectral power peaks. To our best knowledge this is the first neural population study
that reproduces the EEG changes over frontal and occipital regions in the thalamocortical system.
The following section presents the acquisition procedure of experimental EEG under anaesthesia and the neural population model involving the population network,
the anaesthetic action and the analysis steps to be taken. Then, we present the power
spectra of experimental EEG in frontal and occipital electrodes and show that both the
full and reduced neural population model proposed reproduces very well the characteristic spectral features in the δ− and α−band subjected to the propofol concentration.
The subsequent analysis of the model reveals the importance of multiple resting states
and the presence of effective sub-circuits generating the spectral features in δ− and
α−frequency bands.

2 Materials and methods
2.1 EEG recordings during anaesthesia sedation
We re-analysed previously-obtained experimental data from subjects that had been
given a short propofol anaesthetic. The details of the methods can be found in (Johnson
et al. 2003). After obtaining regional ethical committee approval and written informed
consent, five healthy subjects (mean age 27.7 yrs, four males) were included in the
study. They were on no psychoactive drugs and had been starved for at least 6 hours
prior to the study, and were monitored and managed as per the Australia and New
Zealand College of Anaesthetists best practice guidelines. The induction consisted of an
intravenous infusion of propofol at 1500 mg/hr until the subject no longer responded
to verbal command (usually after about 5 minutes). At this point the propofol infusion
was stopped and the subject allowed to recover spontaneously (typically after about
5 minutes). The estimated effect-site concentrations of propofol were calculated using
standard population-based pharmacokinetic models.
High-density EEG was acquired using the Electrical Geodesics 128 channel Ag/AgCl
electrode system (Eugene, CO, USA) referenced to Cz. Electrode impedances were below 30 KOhm (100 MOhm input impedance amplifier), and a custom built head support
device was used so as to allow recording of occipital channels when supine. The sampling
frequency was 250 Hz, with a 0.1 − 100 Hz analogue band pass filter, and 12 bit A-D
conversion. The EEG data were re-referenced to a grand mean, and band-pass filtered
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the thalamo-cortical model. The blue arrows indicate excitatory connections and the red connections with filled circle ends represent inhibitory
connections. The model consists of four types of neural populations, namely, cortical
excitatory and inhibitory neurons, thalamo-cortical relay, and thalamic reticular neurons denoted by E , I , S , and R, respectively. In addition the connections between
cortex and thalamus are associated with the same nonzero time delay τ .

using 3-rd order Butterworth filters 0.2 − 45 Hz to eliminate line-noise. A Whittaker
filter was applied to reduce movement and blink artifacts. The power in each frequency
was expressed in decibels, and obtained applying a short-time Fourier transform using
the “spectrogram.m” Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) function with
a moving window of 2 sec and 1 sec overlap.

2.2 Thalamo-cortical model
The body of the work is based on a thalamo-cortical neural population model that
is illustrated in Fig. 1. The model consists of four different populations of neurons
(Rennie et al. 2002; Robinson et al. 2001a, 2002; Victor et al. 2011): cortical pyramidal
neurons (E ), cortical inhibitory neurons (I ), thalamo-cortical relay neurons (S ), and
thalamic reticular neurons (R). The thalamo-cortical relay neurons receive input from,
and project onto the cortical pyramidal neurons. They also project onto the thalamic
reticular neurons. The cortical inhibitory neurons inhibit pyramidal neurons and receive
excitatory input from them. The thalamic reticular neurons inhibit the thalamo-cortical
relay neurons, and receive excitatory input from the pyramidal neurons. The excitatory
connections between cortex and thalamus are associated with a conduction delay while
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no delay is present in the projections within the thalamus and within the cortex (Victor
et al. 2011).
The underlying model considers an ensemble of neurons on a mesoscopic scale
which includes two types of neurons, namely excitatory and inhibitory cells (Hutt and
Longtin 2009). The connection elements between neurons are excitatory and inhibitory
chemical synapses in which both types of synapses may occur on dendritic branches of
both cell types. The present model considers AMPA/NMDA and GABAA synaptic
receptors and assumes spatially extended populations of both neuron types.
Mean excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic potentials V e (x, t) and V i (x, t) at
spatial location x and time t are evoked by incoming spike trains and obey

V

e,i

Z

t

(x, t) =

he,i (t − t0 )Pe,i (x, t0 )dt0 ,

(1)

−∞

where Pe (x, t) and Pi (x, t) represent the mean presynaptic population firing rates at
position x and time t. The functions he (t) and hi (t) indicate the synaptic response
function of excitatory and inhibitory synapses, respectively,

he (t) = ae


αe βe
e−αe t − e−βe t ,
βe − αe

hi (t) = ai fj (p)


αi βi
e−αi t − e−βi t ,
βi − αi

(2)
where 1/αe and 1/αi are the characteristic rise times of the response function for excitatory and inhibitory synapses, respectively, and 1/βe and 1/βi are the corresponding
characteristic decay times. The function fj (p) reflects the action of propofol on the
GABAergic synaptic receptors and is proportional to the charge transfer in these receptors. From Fig. 1, afferents from thalamic (T) reticular neurons and cortical (C)
inhibitory neurons terminate at GABAergic synaptic receptors, i.e., j ∈ {C, T }. The
function fj will be estimated from experimental data in the following subsection. The
parameters ae and ai denote the synaptic gain in the absence of anaesthetics.
Following Robinson et al. (2001a, 2002); Hutt et al. (2003), the integral equations
(1) may be formulated as differential equations

L̂e V e (x, t) = ae Pe (x, t),
with

L̂i V i (x, t) = ai fj (p)Pi (x, t),

1 ∂2
L̂e (∂/∂t) =
+
αe βe ∂t2



1
1
+
αe
βe



(3)

∂
+ 1,
∂t
(4)

1 ∂2
L̂i (∂/∂t) =
+
αi βi ∂t2



1
1
+
αi
βi



∂
+ 1.
∂t

External input to the system originates from other neural populations and is considered as a non-specific input to relay neurons as

I(x, t) = I0 + ξ(x, t),

(5)

where I0 indicates its mean value and ξ(x, t) is Gaussian uncorrelated noise with

hξ(x, t)i = 0, hξ(x, t)ξ(x0 , t0 )i = 2κδ(t − t0 )δ(x − x0 ),
where h.i denotes the ensemble average and κ is the intensity of the driving noise.

(6)
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Fig. 2. The novel population firing rate S(V ) taken from Eq. (7) and the corresponding
nonlinear gain dS(V )/dV in comparison to the well-known sigmoid function Sig(V, 0).
Panel (A) illustrates the mean firing rate functions and panel (B) presents the corresponding nonlinear gains for the standard population firing rate (blue lines) and the
novel transfer function (green lines). Parameters are S max = 100 Hz, V th = 15 mV,
σ = 10 mV, ρ = 0.05 mV−1 .

Moreover, the mean population firing rates Pe,i in Eqs. (1) depend on the effective mean potential in the corresponding populations. The present study considers a
recently derived transfer function of a population of type I-neurons (Hutt and Buhry
2014)
Sj (V ) = Sigj (V, 0) − Sigj (V, ρ),
(7)
with

Sjmax
Sigj (V, ρ) =
2

1 + erf

V − Vjth − ρσ 2
√
2σ

!!

th

e−ρ(V −Vj

)+ρ2 σ 2 /2

,

(8)

where S max is the maximum population firing rate, V th is the mean firing threshold of
neurons and σ is related to the standard deviation of firing thresholds. The parameter
ρ < ∞ reflects the properties of type I-neurons where ρ → ∞ yields the standard
formulation assuming McCulloch-Pitts neurons (Hutt 2012) with Sigj (V, ρ → ∞) = 0.
The transfer function (7) takes into account the distribution of firing thresholds of
the neurons in the population (Wilson and Cowan 1972) and the more similar the
firing thresholds in the neural populations the smaller σ and the steeper the sigmoidal
function. In contrast to the standard sigmoid function, the transfer function (7) is
not anti-symmetric to its inflection point anymore (Hutt 2012) and exhibits a larger
nonlinear gain (slope) for large potentials V > V th compared to small potentials
V < V th , as illustrated in Fig. 2. Typically the sigmoidal shape of the transfer function
leads to multiple resting states and its asymmetry gives the resting states that are
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closer to the V th . This asymmetry results from the firing properties of type-I neurons,
see (Hutt and Buhry 2014; Hutt 2012) for more details. In this context, we mention
another previous transfer function proposed by Freeman (1979) to take into account
an average subthreshold value of sodium channels. We identify the mean population
firing rates Pe,i with the transfer function Sj .

2.3 Effect of propofol on neural populations
According to experimental results, it is now widely accepted that anaesthetic agents act
by binding directly to specific protein targets (Chau 2010). While it has been reported
that many receptors and molecular targets contribute to general anaesthesia, there is
a general agreement that GABAA receptors are important in mediating the inhibition
during propofol administration (Zhou et al. 2012). It has been shown that propofol
increases the decay time constant of GABAA synapses, and hence increases the total
charge transfer in these synapses (Franks 2008). Interestingly, Kitamura et al. (2002)
have shown experimentally that propofol has a negligible effect on the amplitude of
synaptic response functions in cortical neurons, whereas it markedly increases amplitude, decay time, and thus charge transfer of GABAA receptors of inhibitory synapses
located in relay neurons in the thalamic ventrobasal complex (Ying and Goldstein
2005a). Since GABAA receptors mediate most of the inhibitory synaptic transmission,
the present model assumes that the inhibitory synaptic transmission within cortex and
thalamus are mediated by GABAA receptors and GABAB receptors are neglected.
In order to mimic the latter experimental findings, we assume that increasing propofol concentration decreases the decay rate of the inhibitory synaptic response function
βi by βi = βi0 /p with p ≥ 1 (Steyn-Ross et al. 1999), where βi0 denotes the inhibitory
decay rate in the absence of propofol. The factor p reflects the on-site concentration of
propofol in the neural populations and p = 1 indicates the baseline condition. Increasing p leads to a decrease in the decay rate constant of inhibitory synapses and thereby
an increase in the charge transfer in these synapses.
Cortical inhibitory synapses retain their response amplitude while changing the
anaesthetics concentration (Kitamura et al. 2002; Hutt and Longtin 2009) leading to
the relative increase of the charge transfer

fC (p) = ai Γ (α, βi0 )/Γ (α, βi ),

(9)

with

Γ (α, β) =

i
−β
−α
αβ h
(α/β) α−β − (α/β) α−β .
α−β

= ai Γ (α, βi0 ).
This choice fixes the maximum of cortical response function to hmax
C
Conversely propofol increases the amplitude of evoked inhibitory post-synaptic currents
in the ventrobasal relay neurons (Ying and Goldstein 2005b). To take this effect into
account the relative increase of the charge transfer in thalamic GABAA receptors is
fT (p) ≈ ai Ar (p)Γ (α, βi0 )/Γ (α, βi ),

(10)

with the relative amplitude Ar (p). This choice determines the maximum of thalamic
response function to hmax
= ai Γ (α, βi0 )Ar (p), i.e., the maximum response increases
T
with Ar (p) under the condition Ar (1) = 1. This choice is motivated by previous studies
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of cortical GABAergic synapses (Hashemi et al. 2014; Hindriks and van Putten 2012).
An optimal fit of Ar to experimental data yields Ar (p) ≈ 1.55 ln(1.49+0.42 exp(p)) ≈
p0.42 , cf. Fig. 3. The response functions hi (t) for cortical and thalamic receptors subject to the anaesthetic concentration factor p are displayed in Fig. 4 illustrating the
increasing response amplitude for thalamic receptors compared to the cortical receptors.
We point out that, by definition, the charge transfer in the respective receptors is proportional to fC (p) and fT (p). Since the charge transfer reflects the level of inhibition,
the relation of thalamic to cortical inhibition

fT /fC ≈ p0.42 > 1,
is an increasing function of p, i.e. the larger the anaesthetic concentration the stronger
is the anaesthetic-induced thalamic inhibition compared to cortical inhibition.
Finally, we mention that the propofol concentrations in Fig. 3 are equivalent to the
interval [0; 0.53µg/ml] for a propofol molar mass of 178g. This concentration is the
on-site concentration determined in the in-vitro experiment of Ying and Goldstein
(2005b). This concentration is not necessarily similar to the blood-plasma propofol
concentrations given later in Fig. 5 due to pharmaco-dynamic effects, e.g. caused by
the blood-brain barrier. The uncertain relationship between on-site concentrations and
blood plasma concentrations represents an uncertainty in the current model.

B
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3
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Fig. 3. Effect of propofol on thalamic GABAA -receptors extracted from a previous
experimental study (Ying and Goldstein 2005b, Fig. 5). (A) The factor p = βi0 /βi
of evoked IPSCs in a relay neuron (taken from the experimentally measured normalized decay time) subject to the propofol on-site concentration c (red square) and the
corresponding fitted function (blue line) p(c) = k1 ln(k2 + k3 c). (B) The experimentally measured normalized amplitude A(c)/A0 of evoked IPSCs subject to the propofol on-site concentration c (red square) and the corresponding fitted function (blue
line) A(c)/A0 = k4 ln(k5 + k6 c). Here A0 = A(c = 0). (C) Since the constants
k1 , . . . , k6 are fitted, Ar (p) = A(p)/A0 = k4 ln(k7 + k8 exp(p/k1 )) (red line) with
k7 = k5 − (k2 k6 /k3 ), and k8 = k6 /k3 . An additional fit reveals A(p)/A0 ≈ p0.42
(blue line).
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Fig. 4. The temporal synaptic response function of inhibitory GABAA synapses subject to the factor p. The factor p reflects the anaesthetic propofol concentration. (A)
The decay phase of the cortical response function hi (t) is prolonged at larger values
of p, whereas the maximum height of hi (t) with (9) is constant. (B) The amplitude of
hi (t) in thalamic receptors with (10), i.e. Ar (p) ≈ p0.42 , increases as a function of p.
Parameters are αi = 400 Hz and βi = 40 Hz.

2.4 Model equations
The mean potentials Vac , for a ∈ {E, I, R, S} in the cortical pyramidal neurons (E ),
cortical inhibitory neurons (I ), the thalamo-cortical relay neurons (S ) and thalamic
reticular neurons (R) obey

L̂e VEe (x, t) = KEE (x) ∗ SC [VEe (x, t) − VEi (x, t)] +
KES (x) ∗ ST [VSe (x, t − τ ) − VSi (x, t − τ )],
L̂i VEi (x, t)
L̂e VIe (x, t)
L̂i VIi (x, t)
L̂e VSe (x, t)
L̂i VSi (x, t)
L̂e VRe (x, t)

= fC (p)KEI (x) ∗ SC [VIe (x, t) − VIi (x, t)],
= KIE (x) ∗ SC [VEe (x, t) − VEi (x, t)],
= KII (x) ∗ SC [VIe (x, t) − VIi (x, t)],
= KSE (x) ∗ SC [VEe (x, t − τ ) − VEi (x, t − τ )] + I(x, t),
= fT (p)KSR (x) ∗ ST [VRe (x, t)],
= KRE (x) ∗ SC [VEe (x, t − τ ) − VEi (x, t − τ )] +
KRS (x) ∗ ST [VSe (x, t) − VSi (x, t)],

(11)

evoked
at excitatory (c = e) and inhibitory (c = i) synapses with Kab (x)∗Sj [V (x, t)] =
R
K
(x − y)Sj [V (y, t)]dy . The model does not distinguish inhibitory synapses on
ab
Ω
excitatory and inhibitory neurons, for simplicity, which however is possible to implement easily by increasing the number of model equations. The spatial kernel functions
Kab (x − y) reflect the synaptic connection strengths in population a originating from
population b in the spatial domain Ω . According to previous studies we assume that
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Table 1. Model parameters, their symbols, and nominal values for two parameter sets
Parameter

Symbol

Nominal value
(set I, set II)

Maximum firing-rate of cortical population
Maximum firing-rate of thalamic population
Mean firing threshold of cortical population
Mean firing threshold of thalamic population
Firing rate variance
Type-I population effect constant
Excitatory synaptic rise rate
Excitatory synaptic decay rate
Inhibitory synaptic rise rate
Inhibitory synaptic decay rate
Excitatory synaptic gain
Inhibitory synaptic gain
Synaptic strength from E to E neurons
Synaptic strength from E to I neurons
Synaptic strength from E to S neurons
Synaptic strength from E to R neurons
Synaptic strength from I to I neurons
Synaptic strength from I to E neurons
Synaptic strength from S to E neurons
Synaptic strength from S to R neurons
Synaptic strength from R to S neurons
Constant external input
Intensity of external thalamic noise
Transmission delay between cortex and thalamus

max
SC
STmax
VCth
VTth
σ
ρ
αe
βe
αi
βi
ae
ai
KEE
KIE
KSE
KRE
KII
KEI
KES
KRS
KSR
I0
κ
τ

(130, 140) Hz
(100, 220) Hz
(25, 10) mV
(25, 10) mV
(10,12) mV
(0.05, 0.09) mV−1
(500,500) s−1
(50,50) s−1
(100,400) s−1
(10,40) s−1
1 mVs
1 mVs
(0.1, 0.1) mVs
(0.3, 0.2) mVs
(0.8, 0.2) mVs
(0.2, 0.5) mVs
(0.2, 0.1) mVs
(0.6, 0.2) mVs
(0.8, 2.2) mVs
(0.1, 0.3) mVs
(0.8, 0.1) mVs
0.1 mV
0.5 mV
40 ms

the EEG can be described in a good approximation by spatially constant neural population activity (Robinson et al. 2001a, 2002), we choose Kab (x−y) = Kab δ(x−y) with
the Dirac function δ(·) and thereby Kab (x) ∗ S[V (x, t)] = Kab S[V (x, t)]. In addition,
the parameter τ denotes the transmission time delay between cortex and thalamus.
The mean firing rate function (7) in the cortex SC [·] is different to the thalamic firing
rate function ST [·], while it is identical in the cortex and for relay and the reticular
populations. The nominal values for two parameter sets are displayed in Table 1 in the
absence of anaesthetics.

2.5 Theoretical power spectrum
Under the assumption of the spatial homogeneity, mean post-synaptic potentials in
Eqs. (11) do not depend on spatial locations and then obey the general delay differential
equation system

L̂(∂/∂t, p)X(t) = f (X(t), X(t − τ ), p) + I(t),

(12)

in which X(t) = (VEe , VEi , VIe , VIi , VSe , VSi , VRe )> ∈ RN is the activity variable vector
with dimension N=7. The high index > denotes the transposed vector or matrix. The
nonlinear vector function f ∈ RN includes the nonlinear transfer functions and depend
on the anaesthetic factor p. The external input is written as I(t) = I 0 + ξ(t) ∈ RN
with I 0 = (0, 0, 0, 0, I0 , 0, 0)> and ξ(t) = (0, 0, 0, 0, ξ(t), 0, 0)> . The diagonal matrix
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operator L̂(∂/∂t, p) ∈ RN ×N includes all temporal operators L̂e,i and depends on
the anaesthetic factor p.
Assuming small random fluctuations ξ(t), we define the resting state X 0 ∈ RN as
a fixed point of Eq. (12), for which L̂ = 1, and which is given by

X 0 = f (X 0 , X 0 , p) + I 0 .

(13)

We observe that the resting state depends on p and hence on the anaesthetic concentration (see Appendix A). The current model follows the standard assumption (Nunez
and Srinivasan 2006; Robinson et al. 2001a, 2002; David and Friston 2003; David et al.
2006) that the electric dipol generating the EEG is modelled well by fluctuations of the
dendritic currents about the resting state. Hence small deviations Y (t) ∈ RN from
the resting state X 0 generate the EEG and obey

L̂(∂/∂t, p)Y (t) = A(p)Y (t) + B(p)Y (t − τ ) + ξ(t),

(14)

N ×N

where A(p), B(p) ∈ R
are constant matrices. Following previous studies (Nunez
and Srinivasan 2006; Robinson et al. 2001a, 2002, 2004; Rennie et al. 2002; David and
Friston 2003), the EEG is generated by the population activity of pyramidal cortical
cells VEe . Then, by virtue of the specific choice of external input to relay neurons, the
power spectrum of the EEG at certain frequency ν reads (Hutt 2013)

√
√
2
PE (ν) = 2κ 2π G̃1,5 (ν, p)G̃1,5 (−ν, p) = 2κ 2π G̃1,5 (ν, p) ,

(15)

where PE just depends on one matrix component of G̃(ν, p), see Appendix B for its
definition. The matrix element G̃1,5 (ν, p) depends primarily on the level of excitation
and inhibition in the various populations and on the nonlinear gains dST,C [V ]/dV
computed at the resting state of the system. Since the resting state depends strongly
on the anaesthetic concentration factor p, in turn the nonlinear gains computed at the
resting state depends on p as well.

2.6 Frequency response function
The EEG results from the interactions of various neural populations which may be
viewed as interacting sub-circuits (Robinson et al. 2001a, 2002; Hindriks and van
Putten 2013). In the full model (Fig. 1), we identity the sub-circuits E → S → E
(cortico-thalamic relay circuit), E → I → E (intra-cortical circuit), S → R → S
(intra-thalamic circuit) and E → R → S → E (cortico-thalamic circuit). To reveal
the relative contribution of these sub-circuits to the spectral power in the excitatory
cortical population in certain frequency bands, we define the relative frequency response
function from neurons of type b to neurons of type a

ψl (ν, p) =

|ηl (ν, p)| − |ηl (ν, p = 1)|
,
|ηl (ν, p = 1)|

(16)

where l ∈ {ese, eie, srs, esre}, ηese = χees χese , ηeie = χiei χeie , ηsrs = χisr χers , and
ηesre = χees χisr χere , and
∗e,i
0
χe,i
)φe,i (ν, p)e−2πiντ
ab (ν, p) = Kab SC,T (Vb

χe,i
ab (ν, p)

=

0
Kab SC,T
(Vb∗e,i )φe,i (ν, p)

for (a, b) ∈ {(e, s), (s, e), (r, e)},

otherwise.
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The relative frequency response function ψl defined in Eq. (16) is motivated by a similar measure defined by Hindriks and van Putten (2012) but extends this previous
0
definition by its frequency dependence. Here SC,T
(Vb∗e,i ) are the nonlinear gains, i.e.
e,i
the derivative of the mean firing rate function with respect to the voltages Vb com∗e,i
puted at the resting states Vb . The term e−2πiντ denotes the phase shift due to the
propagation delay between cortex and thalamus. Since it does not reflect any changes
in our results, it can be neglected in the analysis. The functions φe,i are the Fourier
transform of he,i (t) and represent the synaptic frequency responses

e



φ (ν, p) =

2πiν
1+
αe

φi (ν, p) = fj (p) 1 +

−1 
2πiν
αi

2πiν
1+
  βe
−1

−1

,
−1
2πiν
1+
.
βi

(17)

Increasing the factor p decreases the decay rate of synaptic inhibition βi and increases
the charge transfer fj (p). Hence the enhancement of inhibition leads to increased inhibitory synaptic frequency response function φiab given by Eq. (17). Moreover the
administration of propofol changes the resting states and consequently the nonlinear
0
gain functions SC,T
(Vb∗e,i ) which may increase or decrease.
The δ− and α−frequency bands are defined in the range (0.5 − 4 Hz) and (8 −
13 Hz), respectively.

2.7 Role of different populations and anatomical loops
In the last part of the study, we consider a reduced model neglecting cortical inhibition
in order to elucidate the role of thalamic inhibition. To understand the role of different
populations and the anatomical circuits of the reduced thalamo-cortical model, we
study the contribution of different populations to the power spectra over different brain
areas. It is assumed that the system fluctuations about the resting state are a linear
superposition of damped noisy oscillations whose frequencies are determined by the
imaginary part of the characteristic roots of Eq. (14). To quantify the contribution of
each characteristic root to the power spectrum, we select a certain root and consider the
∗
fluctuations Y (t) = [y1 (t), y2 (t), y3 (t), y4 (t)]> with yn (t) = ûn eλt + û∗n eλ t , n =
1, . . . , 4. Here λ is the root and ûn is the n−th element of its eigenvector of the
corresponding eigenvalue problem. Then for each root

R 2π

wn =

2
(t)dt
yn
,
w1 + w2 + w3 + w4
0

(18)

reflects the power in a certain oscillation mode with root λ in population n. Since roots
are associated to certain frequency bands, wn reflects the contribution of population n
to the power spectrum in a certain frequency band. For instance, w1 is the contribution
of excitatory currents in cortical neurons, w2 reflects the contribution of the excitatory
currents in the relay neurons, w3 the contribution of inhibitory currents in relay neurons
and w4 the contribution of excitatory currents in reticular neurons (see Appendix C ).
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3 Results
3.1 Experimental power spectrum
An example of the time course of the progressive increase in propofol effect-site concentrations, and the changes in δ− and α−power in each of the 11 para-midline electrodes
are shown in Fig. 5A and B, respectively. Figure 5C shows the spectrogram of experimental EEG power averaged over frontal and occipital electrodes. The power spectra
of frontal and occipital average EEG during the baseline phase and during sedation
are shown in Fig. 5D. They show typical changes in EEG patterns; namely that the
propofol resulted in a loss of the α−rhythm (∼ 10 Hz) in the occipital electrodes,
but a gain in α− and β−power (peak frequency around 13 Hz) in the frontal leads
(p < 0.05, t-test). There is a clear line of spatial delineation between the two modes of
EEG response; most of the central and parietal electrodes are similar to the occipital
pattern of response Propofol also causes an increase in δ−power in both frontal and
occipital regions (p < 0.05, t-test). Figure 5E summarises these results.
Figure 5D and E consider propofol concentrations which lead to sedation. In some
patients, there is an increased activity in the frontal β−band which is seen at about 6
min in Fig. 5C. The alternations in higher frequencies are not specifically investigated
in our model.

3.2 Power spectrum of full model
This section presents the results of the analytical study of the full model as seen in
Fig. 1.
3.2.1 Frontal spectrum
Figure 6 shows the EEG power spectrum (15) in the baseline condition (absence of
propofol) and after the administration of propofol for certain parameters (parameter set
I in Table 1). We observe an increase of power in the δ− and α−frequency bands while
increasing the propofol concentration accompanied by α−activity shifted to higher
frequencies (cf. Fig. 6A). These amplitude power changes bear a strong resemblance to
the empirical observations in EEG power spectrum over the frontal region (cf. Fig. 6B).
These results are confirmed by numerical simulations of the model.
To reveal the origin of the spectral EEG-changes with increasing concentration,
we relate the maxima of spectral power to the roots of the characteristic equation of
Eq. (14) λ = γ + 2πiν . Figure 7 illustrates the damping rate γ and frequency ν of
the roots in the δ− and α−frequency ranges. While the power peak in α−frequency
range increases by the administration of propofol, the δ−frequency is maintained for
different propofol concentrations. Moreover, the damping rate of δ− and α−activity
increase with increasing anaesthetic level and hence the power in the corresponding
frequency band increase in accordance to standard spectral theory.
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Fig. 5. Physiological and electroencephalographic data observed in a single subject
while increasing the propofol concentration. (A) Blood plasma concentration of propofol with respect to administration time. Since average clinical propofol concentrations
in sedation are around or smaller than 1µg/ml (Reed et al. 1996), the subject my leave
the clinical sedation phase at about t = 5min. (B) Mean spectral power in the δ− and
α−frequency bands in single electrodes located along the scalp mid-line with respect
to administration time. (C) Spectrogram of power averaged over four frontal (left) and
four occipital (right) electrodes. The vertical white lines denote 2 sec-time windows at
t = 2 min 6 sec and at t = 5 min. (D) Average power spectra over frontal (left) and
occipital (right) electrodes during the baseline state (awake) and during sedation. The
peak at about 2 Hz has been verified by modifying the sliding window duration of the
power spectral density estimation technique. (E) Spectral power amplitude averaged
over the δ− and α−frequency bands in the frontal and occipital scalp. Grey and black
color encodes awake and sedation, respectively.
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and under sedation (p = 1.165). (B) The normalized power amplitude of experimental
data in frontal electrodes and the model over δ− and α−band in the baseline condition
(blue bars) and in the sedation condition (red bars). Parameters are taken from set I
in Table 1, the spectrum is computed at the upper resting state of the system.
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Fig. 7. Modulation of δ− and α−model activity over the frontal region. The panels
show the frequency ν in the roots imaginary part which lie in the δ−and α−frequency
ranges in panels (A) and (C), respectively. Panels (B) and (D) show the corresponding
damping rates as a function of the anaesthetic factor p. The factor p reflects the
anaesthetic propofol concentration.
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3.2.2 Occipital spectrum
For different parameters (set II in Table 1), Fig. 8 shows the model power spectrum resembling experimental activity observed in occipital EEG-electrodes. The power in the
δ− frequency range increases and the α−power decreases while increasing the anaesthetic level (cf. Fig. 8B). Figure 9 presents the effect of increasing propofol concentration on damping rate and frequency of the model EEG in the δ− and α−frequency
ranges. It can be observed that as propofol concentration increases, the damping rate
of δ−activity increases whereas α−damping rate decreases. This finding is consistent
with enhanced δ− and attenuated α−power observed experimentally. In addition, the
frequency of the activity in both frequency bands increase very slightly.
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Fig. 8. EEG-spectral power compared to the power observed experimentally in occipital EEG-electrodes in baseline and under sedation. (A) The solid and dashed lines
indicate the analytical and numerical solutions, respectively, in the baseline (p = 1)
and in the anaesthesia sedation condition (p = 1.06). (B) The blue and red bars show
the normalized power amplitude in the baseline and anaesthesia condition, respectively.
Parameters are taken from set II in Table 1, the spectrum is computed at the lower
resting state of the system.
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are the frequency of δ−and α−oscillation in panels (A) and (C), respectively and the
corresponding damping rates in (B) and (D), respectively as a function of the factor
p. The factor p reflects the anaesthetic propofol concentration.

3.2.3 Resting state and gain function

Figure 10 presents the mean potential of pyramidal neurons in the resting state denoted
by VE∗e , and the corresponding nonlinear gain dependent on the propofol concentration
for the two parameter sets considered in the previous section. We observe that three
resting states may occur in the baseline condition, cf. Fig. 10A and B. Moreover, the
upper and the center resting states collide at a critical value of p. Above this critical
level, there exists a single resting state only at a low mean potential. The stability
study of the resting states reveal that the upper and lower resting states are linearly
stable, whereas the center resting state is unstable. This shows that the system may
evolve either about the upper or the lower state, but never about the center resting
state.
Since the spectral power depends heavily on the resting state and the nonlinear gain,
the distinction between the upper and lower resting states is important to understand
the power changes shown in the previous section and in experiments. Increasing the
anaesthetic concentration decreases the mean potential of the upper resting state and,
since the upper mean potential values are larger than the mean firing threshold and
by virtue of the sigmoidal shape of the transfer function, decreasing VE∗e on the upper
resting state leads to an increase of the corresponding nonlinear gain function (Fig. 10C
and D). Conversely increasing the anaesthetic level on the lower resting state decreases
the nonlinear gain.
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Fig. 10. The resting states of the system determined by Eq. (13) subject to the
anaesthetic level. The panels (A) and (B) show values of VE∗e in the resting states for the
two parameter sets I and II, respectively. Panels (C) and (D) present the corresponding
nonlinear gain function dSC /dV . The upper and lower stable branches are displayed
respectively in solid blue and green lines whereas the middle unstable branches are
encoded in dashed red lines. For illustration reasons, the lower branches are shown
again in the insets. The factor p reflects the anaesthetic propofol concentration.

3.2.4 Sub-circuits
Figure 11 illustrates the contribution of different anatomical loops l ∈ {ese, eie, srs, esre}
to the power spectrum at the upper and lower resting states of the system corresponding to the frontal and occipital regions respectively.
In the upper resting state, increasing the propofol concentration increases the inhibitory synaptic frequency response function φiab (cf. Eq. (17)) as well as the nonlinear
0
(Vb∗e,i ) (cf. Fig. 10C). Hence, as observed in Fig. 11A, the relagain functions SC,T
tive frequency response function ψl in the δ− and α−band increases for all loops.
This affirms the enhancement of the power in δ− and α−band observed over frontal
electrodes.
At the lower resting state, increasing propofol concentrations increases the inhibitory synaptic frequency response function φiab but the nonlinear gain functions
0
SC,T
(Vb∗e,i ) decrease (cf. Fig. 10D). As observed in Fig. 11B, since no inhibitory
synapses are involved in the ese loop, ψese decreases with a decreasing nonlinear
gain function. This reveals an important role for the ese loop in the modulation of
α−activity which decreases by decreasing the gain function, in contrast to the upper
resting state.
Within the eie, srs and esre loops, the nonlinear gains at the lower resting state
decrease by an increase of the propofol concentration while the increase in the inhibitory charge transfer more than compensates this decrease essentially leading to an
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Fig. 11. The change of the relative frequency response function ψl (ν, p) defined by
Eq. (16) in the δ− and α−frequency bands within different anatomical loops of the
thalamo-cortical system. The panels in (A) consider fluctuations about the upper resting state describing frontal EEG and panels in (B) give the results at the lower resting
state describing occipital EEG. The factor p reflects the anaesthetic propofol concentration.

increase in ψeie , ψsrs , and ψesre . Consequently the enhancement of inhibition plays
a more substantial role than the gain function modulation.
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3.3 Reduced model
The previous section considers both thalamic and cortical inhibition revealing their role
in generating δ− and α−activity. Specifically, cortical inhibition is strong and balances
cortical excitation. In order to study the role of the intra-thalamic inhibition for the
generation of characteristic EEG pattern under anaesthesia sedation, we focus on the
role of thalamic inhibition while neglecting inhibition within the cortex (although, of
course, cortical inhibition is present in the brain) and refer to this model as reduced
model in the following. This assumption simplifies the model under study, while the
obtained results shall reveal that the reduced model is still adequate to reproduce
observed changes in EEG rhythms within δ− and α−activity bands. The results show
clearly that thalamic inhibition balances cortical excitation as cortical inhibition does.
Figure 12 shows the power spectra of EEG over frontal and occipital regions in the
baseline and in the anaesthetic conditions computed at the upper and lower resting
states of the system. It turns out that the reduced model yields similar results compared
to the full model (11), cf. Figs. 6 and 8.
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Fig. 12. The spectral power of EEG associated with the reduced thalamo-cortical
model neglecting cortical inhibition in the baseline condition (p = 1) and under sedation (p > 1). The solid lines indicate the analytical solutions and the dashed lines show
the numerical solutions of the model system. The panels show the spectrum computed
at the upper and lower resting state in (A) and (B) reproducing the characteristics of
experimental EEG spectra over the frontal and occipital region, respectively. Parameters are taken from sets I, II in Table 1 while neglecting cortical inhibition.
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3.3.1 Frontal spectrum
Taking a closer look at the origin of the frontal EEG, Fig. 13A shows the spectral
power of the system fluctuating about the upper resting state. It can be observed
that under sedation (red line), the spectral power is well enhanced within the δ− and
α−band in comparison to the baseline condition (blue line). Moreover, the δ−power
peak emerges by increasing the concentration of propofol. Figure 13B and C give the
relative contribution {wn } of the respective populations in the δ− and α−frequency
bands, respectively. They show that the mean postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) VEe , VSe
and VSi contribute most to the δ−activity while the excitatory PSPs involving in ese
loop (i.e., VEe and VSe ) generate the activity in α−band.
To gain insight into the resting activity of the reduced model, we investigate the
number of resting states of the system for possible combinations of different coupling
connections. Figure 14 represents the parameter space where the system exhibits single
and triple resting solutions, cf. Appendix A for the derivation of the resting state
activity. It can be seen that the triple resting state occurs if the cortico-thalamic
relay and relay-cortical connections are strong enough whereas the cortico-reticular
and intra-thalamic connections are weak enough (cf. Fig. 14H,I and J). Moreover,
cutting the connection between cortex and relay population leads to a single resting
state independent of the other parameters.

Fig. 13. The spectral power and the partial contributions in the brain areas describing
activity in the frontal electrodes. (A) Power spectrum in the baseline (p = 1, blue)
and sedation condition (p = 1.3, red). (B) Contributions wn (cf. Eq. (18)) in δ−band
and (C) in the α−band. The system fluctuates about the upper resting state of the
system. Parameters are αi = 200, βi = 20, and others are taken from set I in Table 1.

3.3.2 Occipital spectrum
To investigate the occipital EEG in some more detail, we consider different topological
configurations to study δ− and α−activity. Figure 15 illustrates the power spectra and
the relative contribution {wn }, generated by different anatomical circuit configurations
computed at the lower resting state of the system in the baseline and anaesthetic conditions. At first, the plots reveal that the anaesthetic state always exhibits a diminished
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areas represent the parameter regions where the system exhibits triple (single) resting
solutions. Parameters are taken from set I in Table 1.

α−power compared to the baseline condition, when the thalamic inhibition is involved
in the system.
Figure 15A shows a system with the simplest topology (I) including a reciprocal
projection between cortical pyramidal neurons (E ) and thalamo-cortical relay neurons
(S ) associated with a time delay (ese circuit). This cortico-thalamic relay loop generates α−activity with a strong power spectral peak at about 10 Hz, as illustrated in
Fig. 15B. The circuit also generates activity in the δ−band but no power spectral peak
in this range. Figure 15C and D reveal that the spectral power is generated by the
excitatory PSPs involving in this circuit, i.e., VEe and VSe . Since no inhibitory synapses
are involved here, the resulting spectrum is independent of the anaesthetic level.
Configurations (II) and (III) in Fig. 15A display the topology of the reduced model
with the disrupted cortico-thalamic relay circuit. These configurations yield the loss of
the prominent α−peak that indicate the important role of ese loop in the generation
of α−activity. In configuration (II), we choose very small relay-cortical connection,
because missing of this connection diminishes the power spectrum across the entire
frequency bands (if KES = 0, then PE (ν) = 0). In configuration (III), removing the
cortico-thalamic relay connection retains the esre and srs circuits in the system that
yield a strong oscillation at about 3 Hz with the clear corresponding spectral peak. In
addition, Fig. 15C and D show that the PSPs VEe , VSi and VRe involved in these circuits
generate the activity in δ−band.
Configuration (IV) demonstrates a system including the cortico-reticular, reticularrelay and relay-cortical connections (esre circuit). Similar to configuration (III), the
resulting spectral power of this configuration exhibits a strong oscillation at about 3
Hz. Configurations (V) and (VI) illustrate the reduced model with a disrupted esre
closed circuit. These configurations yield the loss of δ−peak but a strong α−power
peak emerges, because the system comprises the ese circuit. This indicates the major
contributions of esre and srs circuits to the generation of δ−activity and the ese circuit to generation of α−activity in the system.
To further reveal the role of esre and srs circuits in the generation of δ−activity
and the ese circuit in the generation of α−activity, we investigate the effect of increasing connection strengths on the imaginary part (frequency) and real part (damping
rate) of the characteristic root corresponding to the δ− and α−activity, respectively.
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Figure 16 illustrates that the frequency and the damping rate of δ−activity increase
with increasing the cortico-reticular (KRE ), relay-cortical (KES ) and intra-thalamic
(KRS , KSR ) connections indicating an increase of frequency and magnitude in the
δ−band. In a similar manner, Figure 17 shows that the frequency and the damping rate of α−activity increase with increasing the cortico-thalamic relay (KSE ) and
relay-cortical (KES ) connections which demonstrate the increasing of frequency and
magnitude in the α−band. An additional study (not shown) of the remaining connections, i.e., relay-cortical (KES ) connection in the generating of δ−activity and corticoreticular (KRE ) and the intra-thalamic (KRS , KSR ) connections in the generating of
α−activity, reveals a decreasing effect on the generation of δ− and α−power, respectively. These results suggest the important role of esre and srs loops in the generation
of δ−activity and ese loop in the generation of α−activity.
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4 Discussion
4.1 Origin of spectral peaks
A large class of general anaesthetics such as propofol act on inhibitory GABAergic
synaptic receptors and hence enhance the inhibition in the neural populations. Accordingly one might expect that the stronger inhibition caused by propofol would
reduce spectral power. The opposite is in fact the case; stronger inhibition induces a
power surge in certain frequency bands. Figures 7 and 9 explain this power surge as an
approach of the system dynamics to dynamical oscillatory instabilities. In the control
condition the external random fluctuations from other cortical and non-cortical areas
are well damped except for the α−frequency band. The power surge of α−activity
indicates that the system is lying in the vicinity of an oscillatory instability point. The
nonlinear instabilities analysis in large-scale neural activity have been demonstrated
in Breakspear et al. (2006) to explain the mechanisms underlying human generalized seizures. This explanation is in line with other studies investigating the origin of
α−activity (Robinson et al. 2001a, 2002; Drover et al. 2010; Hindriks and van Putten
2012; Hutt 2013) These models do not examine explicitly the effects of anaestheticinduced prolongation of the IPSP. In our study, if the system is lying on the upper
resting state, increasing the synaptic inhibition by increasing the anaesthetic concentration moves the system closer to the instability point, decreasing the damping of
external fluctuations, and hence leading to an increase of power as observed in Fig. 6
for frontal electrodes. In contrast, if the system is lying on the lower branch increased
inhibition moves the system away from the oscillatory instability point and hence a
resultant decrease in power as observed in occipital electrodes, cf. Fig. 8.
To explain the origin of the power surge in the δ−frequency band, a slightly different
mechanism comes into play since no spectral peak in the δ−range is present in the
control condition. Hence increased synaptic inhibition may not only move the system
towards an already existing instability point, but actually also generates this instability
point for increased inhibition. Figures 7 and 9 explain the origin of the power surge
in the δ−frequency band by the generation of an oscillatory instability at frequencies
in the δ−band. A more detailed analysis (cf. Fig. 13) reveals that the δ−power surge
is initiated at values p > 1, i.e., does not occur in the control condition (p = 1)
but for increased anaesthetic concentration only. Hence, the spectral power peak in
the δ−frequency band originates from the propofol-induced inhibition (Hashemi et al.
2014).
Our model results both extend and contrast previous findings. To the best of our
knowledge the model is one of the first taking into account the explicit anaesthetic
action of propofol on thalamic GABAergic synaptic receptors, cf. Fig 3. The model
suggest an explanation for the observed changes in the EEG rhythms in the δ− and
the α−frequency bands and describes well the anteriorization of both the α− and
δ−rhythms, i.e., the distinct dynamics in both frontal and occipital cortical regions.
It seems likely that the observed characteristic changes in EEG rhythms are not
just simply signatures of cortical inhibition. Our results show that the changes observed
experimentally in EEG during sedation can be reproduced with and without inhibitory
cortical neurons, cf. Fig 12. The neglect of cortical inhibition put emphasis on the
effect of propofol on the inhibitory synaptic receptors in the thalamic cells as well
as reducing the dimensionality of the model. By reducing the dimensionality of the
mathematical model we are able to utilize their analytical tractability to obtain some
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inequality conditions for the stability of the resting states and even to gain further
insights into the mechanisms responsible for the spectral features (Hutt 2013). The
application of analytical constraints on model parameters remains to be investigated
in power spectral fitting methods, which it has the potential to improve previous work
in fitting the model’s predictions to experimental data (Rowe et al. 2004; Robinson
2003; Robinson et al. 2004). This issue is beyond the scope of the present manuscript
and it would be the aim of future work.
Moreover it is important to note that such a reduced model does not rule out
other proposed models elucidating the mechanisms underlying the effects of anaesthetic agents on brain dynamics. For instance, Hindriks and van Putten (2012) stressed
the importance of cortical self-inhibition and supports our result that the increase of
α−power over frontal region can be caused by increase in the gain functions of thalamocortical network. Our results reveal that it is possible to replicate several observed
EEG phenomena by modeling anaesthetic action only in the thalamo-cortical loops.
Several previous studies describing EEG spectra by a cortico-thalamic model consider
both thalamic and cortical anaesthetic action (Ching et al. 2010; McCarthy et al. 2008;
Hindriks and van Putten 2012; Vijayan et al. 2013) and point out the importance of
cortical anaesthetic action. Even purely cortical models (Liley and Bojak 2005; Wilson
et al. 2006) may explain several spectral features observed in EEG under anaesthesia.
Most of these previous models are either rather complex with several tens of free parameters and hence many degrees of freedom permitting to fit the experimental data
for a small subset of parameters (Liley and Bojak 2005; Wilson et al. 2006) or they
identify specific single neuron mechanisms to be responsible for a certain anaesthetic
effect in macroscopic EEG, e.g., as in Ching et al. (2010); Vijayan et al. (2013); McCarthy et al. (2008). In contrast, our model is comparatively simple while proposing
a major underlying mechanism: the activation of pre-defined oscillation modes whose
amplitude and frequency depends on the level of synaptic inhibition.
The present work considers only light sedation, i.e., low propofol concentrations,
far from those required for full surgical anaesthesia. Some previous studies have investigated in detail the EEG power spectra at higher concentrations of propofol where
additional characteristic features emerge, such as burst suppression (Ching et al. 2012),
broad spatial EEG coherence (Cimenser et al. 2011; Murphy et al. 2011; Gugino et al.
2001; Purdon et al. 2013), strong spectral power in the β−band (McCarthy et al. 2008;
Purdon et al. 2013) and functional fragmentation accompanied by a drop of population
firing rate and increased spectral power at frequencies < 1 Hz (Lewis et al. 2012). For
instance, Fig. 5C shows emerging β−activity well after light sedation that we consider in the present work. Our model does not explain these latter features, since they
emerge for higher propofol concentrations and may result from fundamental changes
in the interaction between neural structures, cf. (Ching et al. 2010) explaining the
β−power surge by the interaction of two thalamo-cortical modules. To describe the
features seen at high anaesthetic concentration, it is necessary to incorporate more
features of anaesthetic actions on neural population than the effects considered in this
study. Some of our preliminary simulations (not shown) demonstrate that, by assuming
that anaesthesia delays axonal transmission, the model used in this study is able to
reproduce the β−power surge. However, this effect on the axonal transmission delay
needs more experimental indication. Furthermore, recent studies have linked the lowfrequency phase modulation of the alpha oscillation amplitudes to different states of
unconsciousness (Purdon et al. 2013; Mukamel et al. 2014). They have reported that
two distinct patterns can be observed during propofol anesthesia. First, the trough-max
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pattern which appears at the transition into and out of unconsciousness. Second, the
peak-max pattern which appears at profound unconsciousness. While these pattern can
be used to track the states of unconsciousness, however, the mechanisms underlying
these pattern remain to be understood. Such phase-amplitude modulation patterns are
not visible in power spectral analysis and we postpone their discussion to later work
since the corresponding discussion would exceed the major aim of the present work.
Our model describes very well the action of propofol on neural populations in
the cortex and thalamus while the fundamental interactions of cortex, thalamus and
other sub-cortical structures such as the brainstem and hippocampus are retained. In
contrast, larger anaesthetic concentrations may affect not only the activity in single
populations but also the interaction between a larger set of neural structures. This effect
on the inter-area interactions has been been quantified in several previous experimental
studies and has been termed fragmentation or connectivity break-down (Lewis et al.
2012; Boly et al. 2012; Massimini et al. 2005).

4.2 Multiple resting states
Experimental EEG under propofol anaesthesia shows an anteriorization in the δ−
and α−frequency bands, cf. Fig. 5 and Purdon et al. (2013); Cimenser et al. (2011);
Lewis et al. (2012). The recent study of Vijayan et al. (2013) is one of the first to
explain the distinct evolution of spectral power. They suggest two distinct models for
the anteriorization during propofol anaesthesia: one for the frontal and one for the
occipital EEG α−activity; where the occipital cortico-thalamic connection exhibits an
additional hyperpolarizing mechanism lowering the resting state population firing rate.
Their model is based on simulations of small numbers of neurons, each with multiple
specialised ion channels. The anteriorization is largely driven by a specialised subset
of thalamic relay neurons that project only to the occipital cortex. The oscillatory
activity of these neurons secondarily induce high- and low-activity resting states. In
our study, different systems with distinct parameter sets explain the spectral power
of EEG associated with frontal and occipital head regions. In addition, our model
extends the explanation of Vijayan et al. (2013) by providing a more generic dynamical
systems explanation for both the δ− and the α−frequency bands, and emphasizes the
importance of nonlinear gain functions in the corresponding resting states, rather than
molecular scale ion channel activity. Our mathematical analysis of the power spectrum
(15) reveals that these gain functions are dependent on the resting potential values.
Increasing nonlinear cortical gain functions induce a power surge in the α−range,
whereas decreasing nonlinear cortical gain functions diminish the α−power. This is in
line with the cortical activation hypothesis, which states that an increase or decrease
in the firing rates of cortical pyramidal neurons leads to an increase or decrease in
α−activity, respectively (Hashemi et al. 2014; Hindriks and van Putten 2013; Rowe
et al. 2004). Since increases in the nonlinear gains occur at high activity-resting states
only, while decreasing nonlinear gains are present in low activity-resting states (Fig. 10),
our findings suggest the important role of multiple resting states at high and low
population firing rates and affirms previous EEG modeling studies (Steyn-Ross et al.
2001b; Victor et al. 2011; Drover et al. 2010) pointing out the importance of multiple
resting states to explain unstimulated EEG. This is affirmed by Fig. 14 illustrating
that cutting the connections between cortex and relay population leads the loss of
multiple states and consequently the destruction of realistic frontal population activity.
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In contrast, the evolution of the δ−power is rather independent of the resting state,
and increases for increasing propofol concentrations for both increasing and decreasing
nonlinear gains. This strongly suggests that the α−rhythm is fundamentally different
from the δ−rhythm.

4.3 Effective sub-circuits in the cortico-thalamic model
As argued before, the origin of the δ−rhythm appears to be fundamentally different
to the origin of α−rhythm. A detailed analysis of the spectral contributions of the
populations to δ− and α−power, cf. Figs. 13 and 15, reveals that strong δ−power
occurs primarily when there is a strong connection between thalamic areas (srs loop)
and from cortex to the reticular nucleus, reticular to relay nucleus and relay to cortex
(esre loop), while strong α−power is generated primarily by the cortico-thalamic relay circuit (ese loop). These results are based on an investigation of small deviations
from the resting state in light sedation and are not directly related to nonlinear signal
features observed in deeper anaesthesia states, such as spindles.
Having identified these sub-circuits, their subsequent detailed analysis reveals that
the frontal enhancement and occipital attenuation of α−activity originate primarily
from a (frontal) increase and (occipital) decrease in the nonlinear gain functions within
the thalamo-cortical ese loop. In turn, this result supports the presence of multiple
resting states derived in the earlier part of our analysis. Hence, we suggest that the
phenomenon of anteriorization of α−power results from fronto-occipital differences
in the nonlinear gain functions in the cortico-thalamic relay circuits. The previous
study of Vijayan et al. (2013) on the anteriorization of α−activity supports a similar
idea. These results are also in agreement with the recent findings of Hindriks and van
Putten (2013). They show that changes of transfer function properties and synaptic
parameters, directly or indirectly, lead to changes in the gain functions by altering
the values of the resting states of the system that cause the α−response modulations.
Their results affirm our hypothesis that the increase or decrease of α−power spectrum
depends profoundly on the the resting state values of the system and the corresponding
nonlinear gain functions. This finding is well in line with previous modeling studies on
the origin of occipital α−activity in the absence of anaesthesia explaining the amplitude
modification by modified nonlinear gain changes.
The changes in the δ−frequency band are explained by increases in the charge transfer within the inhibitory synapses what results to an increase of the frequency response
function within the loops involving inhibitory neurons ( such as srs and esre loops),
which essentially enhances the δ−power. This hypothesis on the interplay of nonlinear
gain and synaptic inhibition has been briefly mentioned in a previous work (Hutt 2013).
Our analysis aims to extract general interaction mechanism for the generation of
spectral EEG characteristics. To this end, we employ a reductionist approach: starting
from a complex model and reducing it step by step to find a neurophysiologically reasonable minimal model that explains as much experimental features as possible. The
approach is motivated by the insight that general anaesthesia is a macroscopic global
and fundamental effect that occurs in all species of animals, even though they exhibit
different detailed neural structures. Consequently, the underlying mechanism should be
rather unspecific in biological detail but rather general in concept. We have identified
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elements of principal underlying mechanisms to explain δ− and α−power observed
during propofol anaesthesia sedation in adult humans, namely the nonlinear population gain, the level of synaptic inhibition and the interaction of neural sub-circuits (or
microcircuits). It appears that one of the most important properties of the sub-circuits
is their ability to generate an oscillation. Since these elements promise to reflect underlying principles, they are rather independent of the choice of the anaesthetic agent
and may generalize to the larger class of anaesthetic GABAergic (Garcia et al. 2010)
or volatile drugs (Grasshoff et al. 2006).
Several previous modeling studies have explained the α−rhythm by the delayed
thalamo-cortical feedback (Robinson et al. 2001a, 2002; Rennie et al. 2002; Chiang
et al. 2008; Hindriks and van Putten 2013) or by a cortical model, cf. e.g., Spiegler
et al. (2010, 2011); Hutt (2013). At first glance these two explanations appear exclusive.
However the underlying principle put forward in the present work is not contradictory
to cortical and thalamo-cortical circuits since both represent oscillating sub-circuits.
Previous cortical models have included feedback loops of excitatory and inhibitory
populations and most thalamo-cortical feedback models oscillate due to delay, which is
known to facilitate oscillations (Robinson et al. 2001b; Rowe et al. 2004). Consequently,
the α−rhythm may originate from a general class of oscillating circuits. This interpretation is supported by the experimental findings that the brain is highly adaptive and
brain areas may take over tasks of other areas as seen under general anaesthesia (Lee
et al. 2010), in sleep (Siegel 2009) or after brain injury (Wieloch and Nikolich 2006).
Similarly, various sources and mechanisms have been proposed for EEG δ−activity.
Previous experimental studies suggest a cortical origin of δ−waves under anaesthesia (Murphy et al. 2011) and point out the importance of the cortico-thalamic feedback in the generation of δ−waves in anaesthesia (Boly et al. 2012) and sleep (Steriade
et al. 1993; Dang-Vu et al. 2008), while δ−activity during sleep may also result from a
connected network of thalamus, brainstem and different cortical areas (Maquet et al.
1997). Our model results point out the importance of the intra-thalamic feedback of
reticular and relay populations as part of the thalamo-cortical feedback loop, which is
in full line with the previous literature.

4.4 Model limitations
Our model is concentrates on the effects of low concentrations of propofol. Additional
spectral EEG features, such as an increase in β−power just before loss of consciousness (Purdon et al. 2013), or burst suppression patterns (Ching et al. 2012; Liley and
Walsh 2013) which emerge at high levels of anaesthetic concentrations, remain to be investigated in the future work. To explain these features, a future model will incorporate
additional thalamo-cortical modules and nonlinear dynamics in thalamic populations.
In addition, the model fitting with experimental data will reveal the optimal topology
model that is able to reproduce the observed specific features in experimental data
(Friston et al. 2003).
Moreover, the model neglects additional, possibly important, anaesthetic effects
such as the tonic inhibition induced at extra-synaptic GABAergic receptors (Farrant
and Nusser 2005; Hutt 2012) which are very sensitive to anaesthetics (Orser 2006) and
are supposed to determine the global level of inhibition (Semyanov et al. 2004; Belelli
et al. 2009). A recent work on the effect of extra-synaptic anaesthetic action on neural
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populations (Hashemi et al. 2014; Hutt and Buhry 2014) has elucidated how to incorporate this effect in the model presented in this work. In addition, extra-synaptic receptors
are found in several sub-cortical areas (Kullmann et al. 2005; Farrant and Nusser 2005)
indicating a strong effect on the reticular activating system (RAS) (Vanini and Baghdoyan 2013). Hence, to understand better the inhibitory homeostatic mechanisms in
anaesthesia, it will be necessary to include the RAS and its involved sub-cortical areas.

5 Conclusion
We would conclude that - using a model of cortico-thalamic loops - it is possible
to replicate the different frontal and occipital changes in the α− and δ−rhythms in
the EEG, caused by modest concentrations of propofol. The α−rhythm is primarily
dependent on the cortico-thalamic relay interactions; dependent on the mean potential
values of the resting state of the system, an increase or decrease in the gain functions
within the thalamo-cortical circuits results in an increase or decrease in the spectral
power in the α−band, whereas the increased propofol inhibition acting via the thalamocortical loops is necessary for the increase in δ−waves. This model also offers a plausible
explanation of the eyes-closed occipital alpha rhythm.
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Appendix
A Stationary states
Under the assumption of the spatial homogeneity, the mean excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic potentials in the cortical pyramidal neurons (E), cortical inhibitory neurons (I),
thalamo-cortical relay neurons (S) and thalamic reticular neurons (R) shown in Fig. 1 obey
L̂e VEe (t) = KEE SC [VEe (t) − VEi (t)] +
KES ST [VSe (t − τ ) − VSi (t − τ )],
L̂i VEi (t) = fC (p)KEI SC [VIe (t) − VIi (t)],
L̂e VIe (t) = KIE SC [VEe (t) − VEi (t)],
L̂i VIi (t) = KII SC [VIe (t) − VIi (t)],

(19)

L̂e VSe (t) = KSE SC [VEe (t − τ ) − VEi (t − τ )] + I(t),
L̂i VSi (t) = fT (p)KSR ST [VRe (t)],
L̂e VRe (t) = KRE SC [VEe (t − τ ) − VEi (t − τ )] +
KRS ST [VSe (t) − VSi (t)],
In this model, the long-range propagation of the signals has been considered by the connection between cortex and thalamus associated with a constant time delay and the model
follows closely Victor et al. (2011); Drover et al. (2010) showing that long connections between
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cortico-cortical populations through white matter are not necessary to describe experimental
EEG dynamics. In the case of constant external input I(t) = I0 , the spatially-homogeneous
resting states of Eqs. (19) can be obtained by dVae,i /dt = 0 for a ∈ {E, I, S, R} leading to
VE∗e = KEE SC [VE∗e − VE∗i ] + KES ST [VS∗e − VS∗i ],
VE∗i = fC (p)KEI SC [VI∗e − VI∗i ],
VI∗e = KIE SC [VE∗e − VE∗i ],
VI∗i = KII SC [VI∗e − VI∗i ],
VS∗e = KSE SC [VE∗e − VE∗i ] + I0 ,
VS∗i = fT (p)KSR ST [VR∗e ],
VR∗e = KRE SC [VE∗e − VE∗i ] + KRS ST [VS∗e − VS∗i ].

(20)

The dynamic of the reduced model are described by
L̂e VEe (t) = KES ST [VSe (t − τ ) − VSi (t − τ )],
L̂e VSe (t) = KSE SC [VEe (t − τ )] + I(t),
L̂i VSi (t) = fT (p)KSR ST [VRe (t)],
L̂e VRe (t) = KRE SC [VEe (t − τ )] + KRS ST [VSe (t) − VSi (t)].

(21)

where the resting states of the system obey
VE∗e = KES ST [VS∗e − VS∗i ],
VS∗e = KSE SC [VE∗e ] + I0 ,
VS∗i = fT (p)KSR ST [VR∗e ],
VR∗e = KRE SC [VE∗e ] + KRS ST [VS∗e − VS∗i ].

(22)

By inserting these equations into each other
VE∗e = KSE ST [KSE SC [VE∗e ] + I0 − fT (p)KSR ST [H[VE∗e ]]] ,

(23)

KRS ∗e
V . Since all the resting states Va∗e,i for a ∈ {E, R, S}
KES E
can be written as an implicit function of VE∗e , the number of solutions of VE∗e , i.e., the number
of roots of Eq. (23), is identical to the number of resting states (Robinson et al. 1997, 1998,
2004).

where H[VE∗e ] ≡ KRE SC [VE∗e ] +

B Theoretical power spectrum
The solution of Eqs. (14) for t → ∞ is
Z

∞

Y (t) =

G(t − t0 )ξ(t0 )dt0 ,

(24)

−∞

with the matrix Greens function G ∈ RN ×N , that has dimension N=7. Substituting Eq. (24)
into Eq. (14) leads to
L̂(∂/∂t, p)G(t) = A(p)G(t) + B(p)G(t − τ ) + 1δ(t),
with the unitary matrix 1 ∈

RN ×N .

(25)

Then the Fourier transform of the matrix Greens function

−1
1 
G̃(ν, p) = √
L(ν, p) − A(p) − B(p)e−2πiντ
,
2π

(26)

and the Wiener-Khinchine theorem defines the power spectral density matrix to
√
>
P (ν) = 2κ 2π G̃(ν, p)G̃ (−ν, p),
where the high index > denotes the transposed vector or matrix. Essentially we assume that
the EEG is generated by the activity of pyramidal cortical cells. By virtue of the specific choice
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of external input to relay neurons, the power spectrum of the EEG just depends on one matrix
component of the Greens function by
√
√
PE (ν) = 2κ 2π G̃1,5 (ν, p)G̃1,5 (−ν, p) = 2κ 2π G̃1,5 (ν, p)

2

.

(27)

In detail, we find
Y (t) = VEe (t) − VE∗e , VEi (t) − VE∗i , VIe (t) − VI∗e , VIi (t) − VI∗i , VSe (t) − VS∗e , VSi (t) − VS∗i , VRe (t) − VR∗e

>

,

and the diagonal matrix L̂(∂/∂t, p) with the entries L̂1,1 = L̂3,3 = L̂5,5 = L̂7,7 = L̂e (ν),
L̂2,2 = L̂4,4 = L̂6,6 = L̂i (ν, p) and
K1 −K1
0
0
 0
0 fC (p)K3 −fC (p)K3

0
0
 K4 −K4

0
K5
−K5
A(p) =  0
 0
0
0
0

 0
0
K5
−K5
0
0
0
0




0
0
0
0
0 00

 0
0
0
0
0 00


0
0
0
0 00

 0


0
0
0
0 00
 , B(p) =  0

 K −K 0 0
0
0
0

 6
6
 0
0
0 fT (p)K7 
0 00
K9 −K9
0
K8 −K8 0 0


K2 −K2 0
0
0 0

0
0 0

0
0 0
0
0 0

0
0 0
0
0 0

with


2πiν
2πiν
1+
,
αe
βe
dSC [V ]
|V =(V ∗e −V ∗i ) ,
KEE
E
E
dV
dSC [V ]
KEI
|V =(V ∗e −V ∗i ) ,
I
I
dV
dSC [V ]
KII
|V =(V ∗e −V ∗i ) ,
I
I
dV
dST [V ]
KSR
|V =V ∗e ,
R
dV
dST [V ]
KRS
|V =(V ∗e −V ∗i ) .
S
S
dV


L̂e (ν, p) =
K1 =
K3 =
K5 =
K7 =
K9 =

1+





2πiν
2πiν
1+
,
αi
βi
dST [V ]
K2 = KES
|V =(V ∗e −V ∗i ) ,
S
S
dV
dSC [V ]
K4 = KIE
|V =(V ∗e −V ∗i ) ,
E
E
dV
dSC [V ]
K6 = KSE
|V =(V ∗e −V ∗i ) ,
E
E
dV
dSC [V ]
K8 = KRE
|V =(V ∗e −V ∗i ) ,
E
E
dV

L̂i (ν, p) =

1+

The constants Ki , i = 1, . . . , 9 depend on the anaesthetic factor p since they are evaluated at
the resting state depending on p itself. Hence
−1
L̂e (ν) − K1
K1
0
0
−K2 e−2πiντ K2 e−2πiντ
0


0
L̂i (ν)
−fC (p)K3 fC (p)K3
0
0
0




−K
K
L̂
(ν)
0
0
0
0

e
4
4
1 


G̃(ν, p) = √
 (28)

0
0
−K5
L̂i + K5 (ν)
0
0
0


2π 
−2πiντ
−2πiντ

−K6 e
K6 e
0
0
L̂e (ν)
0
0



0
0
0
0
0
L̂i (ν, p) −fT (p)K7 
−2πiντ
−2πiντ
−K8 e
K8 e
0
0
−K9
K9
L̂e (ν)


and finally
√
PE (ν) = 2κ 2π G̃1,5 (ν, p)

2

.

(29)

C Contribution to power spectrum
Here we consider the reduced model and parametrize the contribution of PSPs to the power
spectrum in the δ− and α− frequency bands. Substituting the ansatz Y (t) = eλt u with
eigenfunction u = [ueE , ueS , uiS , ueR ]> into Eqs. (14) yields
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λ
+ 1 ueE = K2 (ueS − uiS )e−λτ ,
βe


λ
+1
+ 1 ueS = K6 ueE e−λτ ,
βe


λ
+1
+ 1 uiS = fT (p)K7 ueR ,
βi


λ
+1
+ 1 ueR = K8 ueE e−λτ + K9 (ueS − uiS ).
βe



λ
+1
αe



λ
αe



λ
αi



λ
αe



(30)

Now we can write all the elements of eigenfunction u in terms of the first element ueE as follows
ueE = u1 (λ)ueE ,
ueS =

uiS =

ueR

!

K6 e−λτ
(1 +

λ
)(1
αe

+

λ
)
βe

(1 +

K6 e−λτ
(1 +
(1 +

=

λ
)(1
αe

λ
)(1
αi

+

fT (p)K7

ueE ≡ u2 (λ)ueE ,

+

λ
)
βe

−

λ
)
βi

!
λ
)(1 + βλ )
αe
e
ueE
K2 e−λτ
(1 +

K6 e−λτ
(1 +

λ
)(1
αe

+

λ
)
βe

−

(31)

≡ u3 (λ)ueE ,
!
λ
)(1 + βλ )
αe
e
ueE
K2 e−λτ

≡ u4 (λ)ueE .

Then the associated normalized eigenfunction with known eigenvalue λ is
1
û = C (1, u2 (λ), u3 (λ), u4 (λ))> , where C = q
. All elements of vector Y (t) =
2
1 + u2 + u23 + u24
∗

[y1 (t), y2 (t), y3 (t), y4 (t)]> can be written as yn (t) = ûn eλt + û∗n eλ t for n = 1, ..., 4. Here the
superscript ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. Let λ = γ + 2πiν and ûn = Rn + iIn , then yn (t)
becomes
yn (t) = (Rn + iIn )e(γ+2πiν)t + (Rn − iIn )e(γ−2πiν)t
= 2eγt (Rn cos(2πνt) − In sin(2πνt)),

(32)

and the contribution of excitatory and inhibitory currents to power in a certain frequency ν,
in different populations can be defined by Eq. (18).
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